The Universal Thread Holder ™ Generation 4
Thank you for purchasing what many consider to be the best designed thread holder
available. The Universal Thread Holder enables you to use almost any thread type or size
spool or cone up to 3½ inches in diameter. Whether it’s a cone of cross wound bobbin fill
thread or a straight wound spool of metallic thread, The Universal thread Holder will
provide the best conditions to provide Ultra Smooth Thread Handling ™. Please take a few
moments to go over these graphics and descriptions to get the best performance out of
this very versatile thread stand. It is time to start sewing - Sew Much Better ™.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A: Description of the parts of The Universal Thread Holder. In this image it is configured for large cone type
threads. The cone adaptor will hold the cone securely in place. The large spool cap is used to center the
bottom of the cone. The small spool cap is shown being stored on the spool pin in this configuration.

B: Large cone type threads can only be used in the stationary (non spinning) configuration. After passing the
thread through the primary exit hole, it is free to go wherever you need it to go. Perfect for use with bobbin
fill thread and a portable bobbin winder. Continue on up to the swing up and down guide wire when you need
to gain some height to clear the top of your sewing machine. For sewing and winding.

C: Mini cones can also be used in the stationary configuration. Again the large spool cap can be used as a
centering piece for the bottom of the mini cone. The small spool cap will hold the mini cone securely in place.
In this instance the small spool cap is being used with the curved side down.
D: Regular straight wound spools of any size can also be used in the stationary configuration. It is important
to use whichever spool cap is larger then the plastic spool. Not only does the spool cap hold the spool
securely in place, it also provides the thread a smooth surface to ride against, instead of the sometimes
rough edge of the plastic spool.

When used in the stationary configuration there will be no resistance introduced to the
thread. It will spool off smoothly and consistently, whether used vertically or horizontally.
The Universal Thread Holder will surely become your favorite tangle free thread stand. It is
important to use this stationary configuration when winding bobbins.

